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10 of my projects: background, scope, success factors, risks, costs, planning, actions, outcomes (2018, April)



P1- 2016/2017- The objective of the project was the migration of the data base and the website of a large non-profit association (400 end-users). As treasurer key-user and member of the Board of Directors, I was appointed as sponsor for the project; I created the project charter and was fully involved as facilitator for the communication between 2 software vendors (JAMESPOT for the collaborative platform and MEMBOGO for the web site including electronic payments), the Project Manager and the other stakeholders. A key success factor was not only the use of efficient templates and PMP Knowledge by the project team (such as a requirement matrix, a risk register and other templates for Project Management), but also the adoption of a flexible and integrated approach suitable for such an association. The main technical risks included data migration and documents (EDMS system), events and forum posts (ECMS), the integration of the 2 software packages and specific Executive Users’ requirements aswell. The project completion was planned end Q2 2017, slightly above the budget and a bit behind schedule. We commended the commitment, the availability, the goodwill (without complacency) and the courage of volunteers at the project end.



P2 - 2015/2016 - The objective of the project was to roll out a corporate ERP (EPICOR / ISCALA), including the software integration across 3 French sites of an international manufacturing firm. From the project kick-off, I spent 70% of my time in communication, using web meeting tools, managing relationships with the key users and the international IT team located in the HQ, plants and home-offices. The main success factor was the involvement of the CEO to whom I reported; as sponsor he supported me for negotiations with the IT team. One of the risks was the bidirectional data flows between the ERP, the CRM (MICROSOFT DYNAMICS) and WMS. The main challenge was the availability of Human Resources in a matrix/multifunctional team of 30 people not fully dedicated to the project. In this schedule-oriented project with no direct external resource assigned to my team, I did not have to manage budgets, supplier invoices, CPI indicator nor contracts, only the deadline, the scope and the project integration. The project ended successfully, the deadline was met as planned, initial scope was kept except for few local changes in financial reports. The outcomes were master data migrated (from IFS ERP), efficient business processes, software used by all departments and lessons learned on Project Management with distributed teams (France, UK, Sweeden, ...).



P3- 2015/2016 - The objective of the project was to implement WMS software (DATEMA / EWH) within large warehouses of a manufacturing plant. I spent a lot of time controlling Master Data (MDM) and checking the software with end-users not trained in Information System methods. The main issues were the lack of involvement of few stakeholders in the data migration process at the early beginning of the project, the low level of quality of the operators' procedures and the extension of the project scope to the general warehouse area (spare parts and consumables). The go-live was validated but with minor issues such as weak inventory features. The outcomes were all the documentations including user guides of the software, specific EDI implementation for logistics flows with carriers and SQL reports, stocktaking procedure with the powerful WMS software which still needs better integration with the ERP.
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P4 - 2014/2015 - The objective of the project in a whole sale & retail business was to deliver an IS/IT Master Plan to assist CFO in decisionmaking. The main challenges were the low capability and lack of resources to control many projects; the benefits included time saving and cost reduction. I suggested a roadmap including documentation of 8 activities and 7 projects to the Board of Directors for validation and prioritization. During the project, I was able to manage as projects many IT actions: Automatic Call Distributor (ACD) / Interactive Voice Response (IVR) for incoming telephone calls, team relocation, ERP hosting (DYNAMICS NAV), software implementation for requests and incidents (GLPI), ERP (CEGID) change management. At the end of my assignment, I transferred my files to the CFO to whom i reported because there was no CIO or any successor.



P5 - 2014/2015 - The objective of the project in a whole sale & retail business was to implement a CRM (SALESFORCE SFDC/Cloud) and interfaces with the ERP (CEGID). The company signed a rather unfavourable commercial contract too quickly with the software vendor. First of all, I came up with a dashboard for the project and I helped the customer renegotiate the existing contract for better benefits. I managed the project content, workshops of software set-up and verification & validation tasks. I successfully closed out the contract of two consulting vendors. The benefits were efficient software used by few users, bi-directional interfaces with the ERP (using TALEND software) and the implementation of business dashboards & reports. During the project, I was able at the same-time to manage another urgent project: the deployment of a new e-commerce web-site and an ERP (MOKA ERP) for independent home sales representatives (door-to-door sales). Before project closure, I launched a pilot phase with the product-marketing department, few sales staff and customer service.



P6 - 2013/2014 - The objective of the project in a large retail company was to create a guide for Project Management using a predictive methodology (such as PMP and PRINCE2) and a kit of tools for the PMO department. At the beginning, I suggested a roadmap to communicate about the different phases of the project and I planned output. The main risks were to overcome reluctance to change and to gather organizational process assets from the previous project leader who was absent. Ahead of schedule, the outcomes were a 9-chapter guide and few tools such as register templates, QA questions and training documentations. The main challenge at the end of the project was to promote the guide because of the strategy of the new CIO who wanted a more flexible method such as SCRUM instead of a guide on a plan-driven lifecycle. During the project, I was able to manage few cross-functional actions as sub-projects to reduce costs and enhance efficiency: process-inoperation design (ITIL processes with MEGA), EDMS (ALFRESCO…), CMS (SHAREPOINT…), SAAS collaborative tools (ATLASSIAN), business process dematerialization, Enterprise Social Network software experience (YAMMER), tests of a PPM tool (CLARITY) and one-time controls on projects (Omnichannel, payment, Point Of Sale terminal, …). After project review and archiving the deliverables, I led a theatre play promoting Stakeholders' roles and interpersonal skills.
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P7 - 2012 - The objective of the project of a Telecommunication company was to create a new specific system for computation of salesbonuses and billing for franchisees distributors. The project was on stand-by when I was appointed to lead the project. The main risks were a large product Data Base, complex business rules and no handover from the previous Project Manager. The outcome was a software very well tested (high level of quality), documentation and also BI indicators to be produced in a next project. During the project, I was able to manage a sub-project of a data base implementation (MS-ACCESS) for the marketing department and also the specifications to transfer data from the billing system to SAP. At the end of the project we listed lessons learned such as implementation in many short waves / short test activities (flexible project method such SCRUM ) and keeping the initial scope to get the best SPI indicator. P8 - 2010 - The objective of the project in an exploration / utilities company was to audit the IS and IT processes prior to the merger of 2 companies culturally different with no CIO to prepare the future organization. The main issues were projects functionally managed in 'silo' so the CEO needed a coordinator for transversal communication and project management. I designed a project plan with phases to the Board of Directors: breakdown of the business by hierarchical domains, activities and processes, interviews of senior managers and key-users, list of projects for short and medium-term to focus on. To anticipate the next organization, I defined the roles for ISD collaborators including the CIO’s activities and skills. During this structuring project I facilitated mandatory projects: corporate SAP rollout, EDMS Statement Of Work, and a scheduling software choice (PRIMAVERA versus MS-Project). P9 - 2010 - The objective of the project in an exploration / utilities company was to define, choose and roll out a Human Resources Information System (HRIS) for the both companies of a Joint-Venture for gas extraction. The main challenge was to deal with 2 sponsors in 2 organizations with different views. With no project charter, first I planned a mixed stakeholders’ team, a scope definition on 8 HR domains and a collect of requirements ; then I analysed the two corporate IS solutions and the SAAS market for the HRIS ; thirdly i presented the project schedule and budget. Because no consensus could be reached in such a short time, I personally implemented a temporary Data Base prototype (Microsoft ACCESS DB) for recruitment, HR files, time management, security and travel management. The outcome was a software quickly created and used, waiting a shared lead and team integration. P10 - 2008/2009 - The objective of the project in a large company of high-tech/security business was to build a decision-making software for projects at corporate level. The main success factor was not only the high maturity of ISD sponsors and other business stakeholders, but also the iterative and incremental method I used to create the prototype of the software. I interviewed many business departments, designed and built a tool which produced decision dashboards for audit of scoping, project launch reasons, risks, costs/benefits/NPV and summary documentation for prioritization of projects. I personally implemented a complex prototype with EXCEL (including VB macro). A pilot CRM project (SIEBEL) validated the tool which proved that transparency and communication are key-points during a project, from the project charter until the project transfer in operation. During the project, I was able to manage few actions as projects: PPM software test (CHANGEPOINT), project management templates and guide. The outcome was a self-documented software to standardize, monitor and control projects for Customer's satisfaction.
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